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One-Stop Course Readings Work Flow

- Custom Course Manuals Request
- E-reserve Request
- Print Reserve Request
- Library reserve@ryerson.ca
- Library checks for licence/or fair dealing status.
- Links made in Blackboard if applicable.
- Print Reserve material processed
- Bookstore processes Custom Course Manuals
- E-reserve copyright permissions processed.
What would you like to place in Course Readings?

E-Reserve

- Book Chapter
- Article
- Multimedia
- E-Book

Print Reserve
Winter 2014
Nature of Works

- Library Licence: 54%
- Internet: 23%
- Access Copyright: 6%
- Fair Dealing/Access Copyright: 13%
- Transactional Licence: 2%
- Open Access Note: 1%
- Other (Add Note): 1%
- Public Domain: 0%
- (blank): 0%